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CALL and 丘Frameworkfor Software Evaluation* 

Yukie Aihara 

CALL ( Computer-Assisted Language Learning) lS a part of CAI 

(Computer-Assisted Instruction)， which lS the term for the use of a 

computer as an instructional too1. The most important element in CALL 

lS software. The urgent need to establish a framework for software 

evaluation and to exchange information is claimed both by the Ministry 

of Education and by 1n-serv1ce language teachers. 1) This article dis-

cusses some features of CALL software which differentiates It from 

other instructional devices and eventually forms a framewor主fora CALL 

software evaluation chec主list.

In主roduc針。n

A recent trend which has caught the imagination of language education-

alists and administra tors lS Computer-Assisted Language Learning 

(CALL). Some language teachers have already plunged mto this 

computer revolution and have been enthusiastically exploi ting this high-

tech e司uipment.2
) Some might be pessimistic and say wi th a sigh tha t 

* I would like to express my gratitude 
careful review of the manuscript. 

to Dr. Michae1 Carr for his 

。日本視聴覚教材センター (NihonShichouka註u
話 izumachi1984: 17. 

Kyouzai senta) 1985: 168， 

2) Mizumachi (1985) reported the achievements of the TELP (Tokai 

English Language Program)ー CAIproject， which developed a stand-
alone microcomputer system with abundant courseware. The latest 
system called TELP-CAI system III is. reported to have hint meEr 

sages and feedback from error correction as wellas to accept no 1ess 
than three variant answers. 

3 
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CAl/ CALL wou1d be 1eft in the corner of a c1assroomand wou1dるe

gathering dust as. the language laboratorydid in their 60s (豆ita1985). 

Somecou1d not accept CAl/CALL because they see it as a threat 

to their job security or because they be1ieve 1anguage teaching shou1d 

not be done by such an inhuman device as a computer. Concerning this 

kind of rejection， Gerho1d (1980: 17) indicates“in most cases i t is a 

genera1 resistance to educationa1 innovation." There is another group 

of 1anguage teachers who are increasing1y interested in the use of computers 

as an aid， but are not quite certain about CALL and its usefu1ness. 

The object of this article is to provide an overall view on using CALL 

to aid in 1an♂lage learτling: what a computer can do， what kinds of 

software are available now， and what kinds of software are needed. 

Finally an evaluation checklist is submitted for language teachers' use 

to exchange information on prevailing CALL software and become know~ 

ledgeable enough to ma主ea decision on whether or how to use a computer 

in their profession. 

I. Where we are now 

Computers3J are nowswiftly surging throughout Japan and there is 

no doubt that these revolutionary high--tech devices are soon to be every-

where in daily life. The Ministry of Education Survey in 1983 on 

the use of computers in J勾 an邸 eschools and governmental facilities in 

education shows that 56.47話 ofhigh schools， 3. 19答 ofjunior high 

schools， and 0.69ぢofelementary schools possessed more than one computer 

respectively. The survey a1so reports that high schools have an average 

of 4.2 computers， and junior high schoo1s 1.4. The number of computers 

3)‘Computers' in this article indicates ‘microcomputers' or‘personal com・
puters which seem to spread widely for education near future. 
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at the time of the survey was small， but i t must have douるledor tri pled 

るynow. In .1985 the Ministry of Education budgeted two and a half 

billion yen for bringing∞mputers into classrooms (Kita 1985， Saeki 

1986). In May， 1985， the Ministry of Education submitted a re予ort.

on the use of computers in education in order to cope wi th this new trend 

of technology. The report gave comprehensive guidanωon the use of 

computers in school education as well as in social education in general. 

It also provided overall guidelines tobring computers into education.41
， 

Sae註i(1986) describes the year 1985 as the opening of the compter age 

in Japanese education. 

As far as software is concerned， the Octorber 7， 1984 Asα品 Shimbun

reported that approximately 15，000 kinds of computer software were avail-

able in the market. A1though the amount of educational software was 

increasing， the problem was that most educational software was developed 

by programmers without any consultation with educationalists and/or 

specialists.As a result， bad software has overwhelmed the market. 

The article also reported that in September， 1984， the Society' of 

CAI in Japan 5) published a users' checklist with about one hundred 

twenty items. In December， 1985， the Ministry of .Education also 

publicized a guideline for developing . educational software. All th偲 e

guidelines seem to discuss such general items that little detailed 

information can be obtained about our specific interest， CALL. 

In accordance with Miller' s (1984) five evolutionary stages of com-

puter use， at present Japanese schools seem to be in the stage two， where 

the emphasis is on予urchぉingequipment. Soon those schools will shift 

to the stage three: searching for software. Language teachers have to 

4)自卒者語審覚教材センター (NihonShichokaku' Kyouzai senta) 1985:149-176. 
5) C A 1学会，神奈川県平塚市北金目1117，東海大学電子計算センター内。
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cope with this phenomenon. They have to consider how CALL fits in 

with classroom teaching and what kinds of software they need. -

11. Terminology on CALL 

In case. the reader is a novi偲 at CAIJCALL， it might be 

helpful to explain some computer related terms. 

CAI: Computer-Assisted (-Aided) Instruction 

CBI: Computer-Based Instruction 

CAL: Computer-Assisted Learning 

The terminology for the use of the computer as an instructional tool 

seems to need more time to be standerdizeιHowever， the fundamental 

idea of these terms is almost the same. In Japim， CAI is most fr& 

quent1y used. There are two terms for lariguage teaching: 

CALI: Computer-Assisted Language Instruction 

CALL: Computer-Assisted Language Learning 

Underwood (1984: 38) expresses his preference for using CALL because 

at pr部 ent most of the CAI/CALL systems are used for drill and 

practice or review， and actual instruction seldom occurs. So， the term 

CALL， implying ‘learning，' is more suitable at present. These ad-

ditional terms might be helpful， too. 

Hardware: physical components of a computer， such as the computer 

itself， a display terminal， a主eyboard and a printer. 

Software: the programed commands that are understood by the com-

puter. Basically the computer is blank. It. needs 

commands in order to wo立 forits user' s need and usually 

those commands are sa ved in a floppy diskette. 

Courseware: a set of instructional lessons that can operate on the 

computer. 

、，
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III. What computers can do for language learning 

When a new technological device is intI・oduced，the first thing to do 

is to exploit its potential use. If we use a new device in the same way 

as we use old ones， our investment results in only a superficialchange 

of classroom teaching， or just satisfying administrators' or teachers' 

pride that they are newly equipped. 

What can acomputer do for language teaching development? What are' 

the inherent features of a computer which differ itself from other devices， 

such as a textbook， a work訂ook，flashcards， an OHP， and a language 

lab? We have to grasp those features in order to most effectively uti-

lize a computer in our teaching. 

A large memory， recordkeeping and calculation functions are useful 

features of a computer as a learning tooL In addition， in considering 

CALL software which actually directs a computer to contribute to 

language classes， these four features are manifested: feedback， pacing， 

branching， and novelty or creativity. 

Feedbac註 ischaracterized by the CALL software' s capaるilites of 

analyzing what a learner does， characterizing the learner' s errors and 

giving appropriate advice. The learner needs explanations on why his昔}

answer is wrong and help messages to figure out how to get the correct 

answer. Even if the answer is right， he needs to know that it is 

right and see that answer again for reinforcement. N 0 other divices 

ha ve this function， not even the language la己wherethe learner repeats 

after a tape， records his voice and compares his own response with the 

correct answer. In the lab the learner m ust correct by himself. There 

日Sincemost of my students are ma:le. allow me to江semale gender for the 
pronoun of ‘learner: 
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is no encouragement for right answers as well as no explanations for wrong 

ones. 

Primitive feedbac主 is neither informative nor sup予ortive. It 

just tells the learner，“Y our answer is wrong. Try again." There 

are no hints鎚 towhat the learner' s problem is. Some advanced CALL 

programs have scrcalled“error anticipation，" a list of possible wrong 

answers， and tries to use this diagnosis to provide hints as to the nature 

of the problem (Underwood 1984:47). The advantage of this feedback 

strategy is ぬatthe computer corrects the" learner' s answers without 

criticizing. The CALL program can read the learner' s response and 

respondaccordingly with a comment or an explanation， or by merely point-

ing out. The learner feels neither embarrassment nor anxiety by making 

mistakes (Stevents 1983:295). Such encouraging remarks as“Hats off，" 

“Y ou almost got it，" and “There are signs of genius，" are also helpfuL 

They motivate the learner to continue the lesson and learn through trial 

and error. 

In some respects， feedbac註 isconsidered as an interaction between 

a computer and a learner. Throughinteraction with the computer， learners 

are motivated and gradually try to think by themselves and to learn on 

their own. The learner becomes active， rather than passive， at the com-

puter. Underwood 0984:95) describes another kind of interaction. He 

reports that many educationalists have noticed dialogs occurring in front 

of the screen among the learners themselves rather than on it. There 

is a tendency that learners "band together to try to‘bea t the machine'." 

Interaction among the learners 、elicitsthe exclusive use of the taI宮et

language， andpeer learningηanses. 

7) A kind of learning in which a learner learns from another learner who 主as
already learned something. 
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The se∞nd feature is pacing.. Indi~idual 1組問ershave their own 

pace in learning. Each learner should be allowed to progrl路 sat his 

own pace. In an ordinary class consisting of a teacher， learners， 

and textbooks， it is difficult for learners. to maintain their own pace. 

They are sometimes forced to go fast to keep up with司uicklearners. and 

sometim舘 theyhave to slow down to wait for slow learners. In the 

lauguage lab， all the stimuli are usually prerecorded for the learners 

to respond. Thus， there is no chance for them to set their own pace 

except they stop the tape. On the other hand. learners in front of the 

computers can control the. program and determine their own pace. In 

Imperial International Learning co叩's Riddle? Me This 8) . the 

display is never changed unl街 sthe learner presses the return key. 1 t 

is the learners， not the com予uter，tha主setthe learning pace.. Le滋賀ers

feel at ease when ぬeynotice tha t ぬeycontrol the computer， not the 

other way around. Better戸 ogramsprovide various directions for pacing: 

directions to stop the program， and those to allow learners to moveぬ.ck

and forth in the予rogram，skipping some予artand coming back to it later. 

The third feature is branching. The term ‘branching' is used to 

describe the ability of a program to respond in different ways de予ending

on the learner' s . in予ut. A branching program allows 1錨 rnersto learn 

a language in their own ways. When an error is made， the computer 

reads and analys鉛 it，then leads the learnerto the mostappropriate 

frame to solve the problem. In this way， the p阿at白主 of eaeh 1健 rne佐r . 

through the same le偲ssωO∞n1おsvaried aおc∞rd必II碍1草gtおothe learロ.τne

Ta誌孟h蜘e割偲nt匂og'伊et怯he吃r乙， pacing and る訟批r‘溜潤a包鉛nchi訪ngadd u匂Pt旬o1凶n活泌d必lV討iduali詰za抗tiぬon1 

8) Theprogram was produced in 1錦3and in 1984 it was selected as the 
Learning Computer Software A wards for Excellence in educational sofι 
ware for microcomputers by ααssroom Computing Leαrning， in U. S. A. 
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which allows a learner to set his own pace and learning pattern. In an 

individualized. CALL program， the learner can take as much time as he 

li孟偲 forthinking and keep his own learning rate. 

The. fourth. feature is noveltyand creativity. The CALL program 

can vary its response each time so that the learner feels novelty. The 

CALL program can produce responses or dril1s that it hasnot previously 

encountered. It can endlessly vary its outputs. In a quiz， the program 

shuffles the problems each time andputs them in a different order. In 

the testing part of Gambαrikun， 9) for example， definitions of Japanese 

Jukugo (Chinesecompound words) areasked in ten to one hundred que& 

tions wi th random selection. 

The CALL program a1so can be creative when it adapts to the lear-

ner' s input by itself. Consequently learners are provided with different 

"responges from the computer each ti罰 e. The author has seen a program 

for sentence making. When a learner types “a bby，" a boy pops on the 

screen. Then，土helearner typ部 一 “jumpsover a dog." A dog appears 

and the boy jumps over it. Though the number of words the learner was 

able to use was limited， the program enabled the learner toぽ eatequite 

a few sentences， and to see the objects he created jumping and running 

around on the screen. This program is motivatingるecausei t is f un 

to see the computer' s immediate response to the learner' scommands. 

In a sense， the computer takes a role of tutee who learns from the 

learner， not a tutor who drills the learnet. This reversed situation 

increases the learner' s motivation to learn through using the language. 

so far， we have舘 enthe four major inherent features of CALL 

programs. The most important thing to remember is that these potenti-

9) Authored by Ho. Eastwick-Field， 57 -13 Kusakawa-cho， Nanzenji， 

Sakyo-ku， Kyoto 606 JAPAN. 
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alities of the computer should be fully ut巡回ι If the computer is 

used j ust as an “electronic workbook" (Harrison 1983) or“page-turner" 

(Barrutia 1985)， there is no reason to spend a large amountof money for 

CALL software. Harrison (1983:30)， who published a software evalua-' 

tion list with over 100 CALL programs in the U. S.， regretted that 

the industIγis "still in the state of infancy" and that the software 

available did not exploit the potential for CAI. 1O} Language teachers 

should understand to potentialities and deficiencies of computers and 

involve themselves in the development of better software which utilizes 

all the advantages of computer capabiliti部 Softwarewhich does not 

exploit the computer' s potential is more commonly available than better 

software. We should not make an early decision that CALL is inef-

ficient only on the basis of using inade司uatesoftware. 

IV. Activity types of CALL in rela主ionto language 

teaching methodologies 

How should all the abov争 mentionedpotential CALL features be 

used? What主ind of activities are generated and available? The 

activities in most CALL software are tutorial drills and practices， 

games， tests and simulations. CALL software js “methodologically 

neutral" (Fox 1985:96). It changes according to its author's imagina-

tion and intention for methodological application. In contrast， the 

language lab reflects audiolingualism based on stimulus-response， and is 

a device for practicing pattern drills. Because of its neutrality， 

10) It may be causedby the limited capacity of hardware or the limited 
creativity of the program author. It is said more than one hundred 
hours is necessary to program and test a simple lesson (Stevens .1980， 
Cassidy 1983， Asαhi Shimbun Jan. 22， 1986). 
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CALL software can also加 producedeasily with unimaginative and mea任

ingless drills. Some . of them are methodologically dubious. Among the 

software availめlein the market， two types are noticeable: Tutorial (or 

practice) type and simlllation type. The former tends to get more critI-

cism than the latter， and in turn the latter gets more admiration than 

the former. 

Tutorial programs which offer孟nowledgeby asking for certain r& 

sponses， accepting right answers， and reacting to wrong answers， are 

usually in a drill or practice format. Such programs reflectるehavior-

istic learning theory which prevailed during the audiolingual period. 

Emphasis is put on S孟innerian stimulmトresponse strategies and 

accounts for the early misuse and eventual demise of the language laる.

This program emphasizes habits. Exercises are mechanical and usually 

focused on form， not on meaning. PLATOll)less-ons are an exam予leof 

this tutorial drill which may well泌 effectivefor learning rather th釦

language ac司uisition. PLATO lessons are useful with helpful 

feedbackぉ supplementaryto classroom instruction for those students 

with special problems or needin~ extra help. In the U. S. over 50~ぢ

ofthe foreign language CAI software available in 1984 was of this 

tutorial type (Kossouth 1985). Much criticism is made on this type 

of program. Dalgish (1985a) claims t註attutorial type program was 

"r&inventing the 60s" with language lab type materials and calls it an 

"electronic workbook." Once the novelty wears off， drill and practice 

actually prove to have negative effects like the language lab (Underwood 

1984:94). 

11) Developed by Inten8Ive English Institute. Division of ESL; 
University of Illinois. Urbana， lllionis. and. marketed by Control 
Data Corporation， P. O. Box 0， 8100， 34 th A ve.. Sou th， Minnea-
polis，五Ilinn.55440' U. S. A. 

。

〆
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If the software author is influenced by humanistic psychology， 12) his/ 

her program will be simulation type which employs such computer' s features 

ぉ branching，enj oyめlefeedback. and creativity or novelty. Simulation 

offers the learner a real life experience on the computer in which he 

must constantly solve language problerns in order to achieve sorne language 

goal. The rnost elaborate exarnple is the systern used to teach pilots 

how to fly. In PHOTOF 1'1円 (Higgins 1983)， the learner's role 

is that of witness to a crirne and his task is to help the police artist 

draw the face of the crirninal which the learner 主as seen a t the 

beginning of the prograrn. The leamer gives cornrnands like 

"bigger，" etc.，. and then cornpares when the drawing is finished. 

" nose， 

Higgins 

d部 cribeslearners who have used rnodals. cornparative adjectives and de-

scriptive language without realizing how rnuchEnglish they have practiced 

and how rnany tirnes they have voluntarily repeated those words. In the 

.sirnulation program， the cornputer provides a "new and exciting way of 

increasing the learner' s exposure to rneaningful language" (Higgins 1983: 

6). The prograrn is airned at rneaningful cornrnunicative activities rather 

than rnechanical drills. 

Another frequent1y introduced example of sirnulation is s仔 called

the" Adventure Garne" (Underwood 1984:55-56， Kossouth 1985， Higgins 

1983) . Kossouth introduces a Gerrnan language Adventure Munich.13
) 

In this prograrn the learners are tourists visiting Munich and encouraged 

to make decisions about how to reach the place of interest， and when to 

12) After reconsidering the cogfiitive or intellectual part of learning， human-
istic psychology added a new light to the classroom. It is concerned 
with educating the whole p位、son-the intellectual and the emotional 
dimensions. It puts stress on human interaction and selιactualization 
(Moskowits 1978:8-13)0 

13) Clarernont Academic Software， 433 W. HarrIson A ve.， Claremont， 
CA 91711 U. S. A. 
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eat or sleep orchange money. The learner types in single word commands， 

and it takes a learner on the average of ten tries before winning the 

first time. The comるinationof reading， interpreting， discussing and 

writing provides a rich integrated activity through the medium of the 

computer. .K:ossouth (1985) discusses the enjoyable context and friendly 

remarks which use the learner' s name for praise or correction help lower 

the “Affective Filter"， a mental block that prevents learners from 

fully utilizing the comprehensible input (Krashen 1985). She also 

points out that with the use of such Adventure Authoring system as 

Adventur.e Writer14
) and Adventure Mαste1・15)with which teachers can 

easily produce a program which can provide the learner with ideal input， 

“i+ 1" . 16) 

Recent literature tends to criticize the tutorial practice and drill 

type of program and praise the simulation type. When the purpose of 

learτlIng is stressed on. learning forms， tutorial practice type is also 

useful with encouraging feedback， pacing， and branching. There are no 

perfect approaches， learning devices， or sofware at present that can be 

utilized for every stage of learners or for all teaching 0むjectives.

，Language teachers should be孟nowledgeable about all types of CALL 

software and try to effectively use them to improve their teaching 

environment. 

14) Codewriter Corp.， 7848 N. Caldwell Ave.， Niles， IL 60648 

U. S. A. 
15) CBS Software， 1 Fawcett Pl.， • Greenwich， CT 06836 U. S. A. 
16)‘i ' indicates ourcurrent level and ‘i + l' is the next level. The 

Input Hypothesis claims that humans acquire language in only one way-
by receiving ‘comprehensibleinput.' We progress by understandinginput 
that coritains structures at our next‘stage' ---:structures that are a bit 
beyond our current level of competence. We move from ‘i ' to‘i+ l' 
CKrashen 1985). 

e 
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V. What we should do now 

The effectiveness of CALL programs for classroom teaching depends 

upon their usage. In considering the classroom use， language teachers 

have to know what kind of programs are currently available. To study 

CALL software requires time and money. Usually software is not 

observed before it is purchased and it takes much time to evaluate a 

lesson. In order to save time and money， the exchange of information 

on CALL software sounds beneficial. For this information exchange， 

the author has developed a CALL software evaluation chec註list to 

help language teachers decide whether they should use a programor not. 

The check list takes into consideration the three constituents in a 

CALL classroom: the students， the teacher and the software itself. 

Since the most important parts have alreadyるeendiscussed in the 

previous sections， only a few additional comments are made for the list 

items. The item letters and numbers below correspond with those in the 

evaluation checklist. 

B. Software Information: This information provides an overall view 

on the software 

7. Exercise type: Mechanical type is just like pattern practice. 

Learners can go through the exercise even if they don' t know the meaning 

of the sentences they are using. Meaningful exercise re司uireslearners 

to understand the language. Communicative type doesn' t have any prefabri-

cated answer. The exercises are open-ended. 

8. Sound educational value: This is one of the most important el令

ments of software. Accurate and clear information is indispensable in a 

good teaching material. The appropriaten笛 sof correct answers should be 

chec主ed. For the classroom use， we also check whether the instruction 
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is suitable for learners' understanding. The instruction of a good prograrn 

is always challenging. It requires students to use their brains， to 

integrate information， to make dicisions， and to let them challenge the 

computer. 

9. Ease of use: Clear. directions prevent learners from getting 

10st in a prograrn. Those directions， telling learners what to do next 

and what the computer is doing now， keep their attention and concentra-

tion on the screen instead of making them bored. Directions should be 

clear， simple， comp1ete， easy to read and exclusively using the target 

1anguage. 

When 1earners don' t know how to respond， they need easy access for 

hel予・ He1p m部 sagesprevent learners fromるeingdiscouraged and frus-

trated while 1earners continue the prograrn. Help messages also guard 

theprogra担 againstpanic learners， who don' t know what to do，‘bornbing' 

the program by p跨 ssingkeys at random. Help messages also let thern 

exit and re-enter the program at any time. 

Documentation usually contains a table of contents， glossary， index 

and a sumrnary of key commands. They are important resourc関 forthe 

1anguaεe teacher togive a quick over view to the prograrn. A weU 

written manua1 has frequent illustrative examples and sample screens. 

lt avoids technical terms or defines them for novices. 

11. Student involvernent: The degree of learner's input varies by 

1etter， word， and sentence. In rnultip1e-choice 1earner' s input is the 

correct 1etter or number a1one. The word itselfmust be typed. Too 

1ittle input is the 10ss of an. opportunity to practice production， but 

on the other hand too much input caus舘 mistypingand dampens enthusiam. 

12. Flexibi1ity: Considering the high price of software， it is not 

effective to purchase a program that has one or two activities on1y for 
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limited learners. A good program provides teachers with an editing 

section for adding and deleting items in the program so that they can 

extend the program to their learner' s need. The program should not 

only anticipate all possible misspellings and close answers but also 

accept them in case these factors are not so important for learning. 

Otherwise， learners' enthusiasm will decrease. 

13. Creative use of graphics: Clear color and animation is a 

strength of the computer program. They are evaluated not only for 

their part in increasing learners' motivation， but also for its contribu-

tion to learners' concentration. 

CALL SOFTWARE EVALUATION 

CHECKLIST 

A. Titel & Ordering Information 

Title: 

Author(s): 

Copyright Date: 

Publisher: 

Cost: 

B. Software Information 

1. Language: 一一-English

一一一German

--Japanese 

2. Level: 一 一-beginner

3. School year: __elementary 

一一一senior-high

4. Objectives: 一一_grammer

ー-vocabulary 

一一_French

__Russian 

-一一Others

一一intermediate advanad 

'
b
e
 

q

u

q

u

 

n
乱

、司A

・τz--

m

h

 

丸山「

nu

一一一junior-high

一一-umversIty

--translation 

__idioms 
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一一一culture __conversation 

一一_writingskill _，_reading comprehension 

Other comments: 

5. Activity type: 一一-tutorialdrill and予ractice

一一_game

一一_quiz/test

一_simulation

6. Focus on: 一一_meamng 一一_form

7. Exercise type: 一 -mechanical 一_meaningful

一一一一commumcatIve 

8. Sound educational value: 

accurate instruction: 一一-y 一一_N

clear instruction: 一一一Y 一ー_N

challenging instruction: 一一一Y 一一一到

9. Ease of use: 

clear direction: 一一-Y 一一_N

target language in directions: 一一一Y 一一_N

help for getting stuck: 一一一Y 一一_N

indi vidualized pace: 一一-y 一一_N

user controlled pace: ー- y 一一-N

branching: 一一-y 一一_N

return to start: 一一-y 一一~N

exi t anytIme: ー-y 一一-N

documentation available: 一一一 Y 一一_N

clear manual: 一一-y 一一_N

worksheets: 一一一Y 一一一N

10. Feedback: 

user friendly r偲 ponl?鎚: 一一一Y 一一~N

more th釦 oneresponse available:一一Y 一一一N

encouraging remarks: 一一一Y 一一_N

hints provided: 一一一Y 一一_N

11. Student involvement: 

interactIve program: 一一一 Y 一一一N
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learner' s attitude:. 一一 acbve __passlve 

degree of learner' s input: __letter (multiple choce) 

一一-word

一一一舘ntence

12. Flexibility: 

modifiable content: 一一一Y 一一_N

reusable content: 一一_y 一一_N

misspelling accepted: 一一-Y 一一_N

‘close' answer accepted: 一一一Y 一一_N

13. Creative use of graphics: 一一-color 一一-sound

一一_graphics--animation 

14. Time: 

How long would it take an average leamer to complete a 

lesson? 

C. Hardware informa主ion

required hardware: 

ロlemory:

diskette: 

Comments: 

Vl Conclusion 

一一5"I2HD

一一一一8"/2 D 

一一一_mm.

一 -5"/2DD 

Seeing is believing. If you want to know about CALL， it is sug-

gested that you try out one or two CALL programs by yourself. Then， 

you wiI1 get a clear idea what it is like: how it works in language leam-

ing; how the computer's potential features of feedるack，pacing， branch-

ing，釘ldnovelty or creativity， reinforce the program; how it is exciting. 

Some of you might be stimulated to use CALL in your classroom after 

your first trial with the computer. 
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Reflecting on the language lab failure， it has been said that software 

should take the priori ty in using CALL. A recent trend fosters com-

bining CALL with communicative teaching “concentrating on genuine 

exchangeof information， on games and other self-rewarding activities， and 

on lively simulations of real and interesting encounters." 17) Simulation 

type software has obtained more attention than tutorial practice or drill 

type. The combination of videodisc and computer promises a bright 

future for language teaching. We still have to wait for a few years 

to see artificial inteligence make its debut in our field. 

In this technological age， there is one thing we have to 主eepm 

mind. Language teachers must not be overwhelmed by this newtechnology， 

but must become knowledgeable enough to integrate their ideas and experi-

ence for CALL and to keep stimulating software programmers. As 

Underwood (1984:xv). says the language teachers "must take thelead" in 

developing CALL software. Computers wiI1 not go away. We should 

positively involve ourselves in CALL since “there is clearly an oppor-

tunity， a chance to improve language teaching， raise the proficiency level' 

of our students" CUnderwood 1984:96). 

17) From 'Forw~rd' by Earl W. Stevick for Linguistics OJmputers 

αnd the Lαnguage Teαcher: A Communicαtive Approac九 JohnUnder-
wood. Rowley， Mass.: Newbury House Publishers， Inc. 
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